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1. · Introduction •. 

_The purpose of this paper is to examine some principles of 
a.rgl.l.lllentation and verification used by generative phonologists, so 
as to show areas of agreement and to highlight areas of controversy. 1 
By 'generative phonology' I refer not necessarily to the analyses in 
The Sound Pattern of E~glish, but rather to a wider body of practice, 
of which the Chomsky-Halle approach represents one rather extreme 
position out of a large class of possible positions. 

I begin by attempting to clarif;{ the central notion of methodo-
logical principle, which is meant to ~e opposed to theoretical, or 
substantive. principle, Briefly, substantive principles are theoretical 
requirements, methodological principles are theoretical biases,2 For 
example, the sequential application of processes vithin derivations 
is a theoretical principle of generative phonology-; to question this 
principle is clearly to advocate a new, though related, theory of 
phonology, in the sense that the tvo systems allow distinct sorts of 
phenomena as potential human languages .. On the other hand, the greater 
worth of phonological variants as opposed to distributional restrictions 
(Principle (E) below) is a principle of good practice. To question 
this principle is to question its value within a given theoretical 
structlll"e--but r~versing the bias would not create a new theory (since 
all languages consistent· with one theory would be consistent with the 
other). 

I do not wish to give the impression that there is a clear or a 
priori distinction bet~een the two sorts of principles. Obviously 
there is not, The same assumption may figure no~ as a substantive 
principle~ now as a methodological one; consider in this light the 
ass1.Unptions that tvo segments that distinguish morphemes are underlyingly 
distinct, ceteris paribus (Principle {L) below) and that two segments 
that never distinguish morphemes are not underlyingly distinct,· 
ceteris paribus (Principle (M) below). In some classic treatments of 
phonemics~ these are theoretical p~inciples defining the phoneme, 
whereas in generative phonology they are background assumptions, 
utilized when there is no contradictory evidence. That is, a 
generative phonologist is entitled to say that English t and dare 
distinct segments because of minimal pairs like tin and diP; in so 
saying he supplies the tacit assurance that he 1-"..nows of no reason to 
suppose that the tin tip versus the d.in dip ought to be predicted 
from considerations he hasn't mentioned. 

Similarly, what most generative phonologists would take as 
methodological issues--the relative unacceptability of special underlying 
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representations for non-alternating segments. like the? in button 
(Principle (T) below) and the relative unacceptability of absolute 
neutralization (Principle (U) belo~}--Paul Kiparsky (ms. 1968) has 
promoted to theoretical issues, by hypothesizing that no languages 
violate strong fol"JIIB of Principles (T) and (u). 

Methodological principles are cited, or appealed to implicitly~ 
in response to the question '~Thy did you choose analysis X instead of 
a.naJ.ysis Y or Z? 1 a.nd as guiding procedures in analyzing a language. 
So, for.example, Principles (L) and (M) move the analyst to survey 
minima.l'pairs and look tor elements in non-contrastive distribution. 

Neither the structure of the evidence nor the rationale of on-
going analysis is exposed by presentations tha.t lay out the :result 
as a fait accompli, an extensive formal description with illustrative 
examples. Unfortunately~ some of the generative phonological literature 
is of thia sort, and some consi:3ts of exegeses of Chomsk;ir's theo:retical 
positions, with no regard for evidential or procedural issues. This 
rel.uctance on the part of us generative g:rannna.:rians to take our 
colleagues into the kitchen has made many of them feel the cooking 
is done not with ordinary materials and by ordinary utensils but 
instead with soma o.nd by divine inspiration, Fortunately, the literature 
now contains the reminiscences of some reputable1 if not infallible, 
chefs. I refer to such works as Kuroda (1967} on Yauelma.ni, Schane 
(1968a) on French, Harris (1969) on Spanish, Mccawley (1968) on 
Japanese, parts of Wurzel (1970) on German~ and here and there 
sections of Chomsky and Halle (1968) on English. Especially valuable 
in this rego.:rd are the squabbles over controversial issues in the 
analysis of specific languages. For instance~ there is the many-
faceted discussion surrounding the underlying form of the English 
inflectional endings: Does the underlying shape of the noun plural 
suffix contain a vowel, or is it simply z?3 The vowel analysis was 
first defended by Bloomfield (1933:212), who cited 'an exact parallel 
in English synta.x 1 , namely the forms ol the verbo.1 auxiliary is, as 
supporting evidence; Nida {1948:scc. 3,03) gives the argument in 
detail. Hockett (1958:282), on the other hand, argUes for a vowel-
less analysis~ on the grounds that z is the only plural allomorph whose 
selection is not automatic. Both positions are represented in the 
generative literature--the vowel analysis is maintained by Luelsdorff 
(1969) and Zwick.y (1970a:333f.), vho give Bloomfield 1 s argU111ent; the 
association of au.xili~ry contraction and the noun plural alternation 
is atta~ked by Lightner {1970a) in an othen•ise inconclusive article; 
the vowelless solution, assumed ~ithout argument in Labov (1969), is 
defended by Sloat and Hoard (1970), Shibatani (1971), and Delack 
(1971); more recently, Guile (1972 :l,68) and Miner {1972) have adduced 
nev evidence in favor of the vowel nnnlysis. This sequence of articles 
is especially interesting, in that not only are new data from English 
cited in connection with the English inflectional endings, as in 
Sloat and Hoard, Shibatani, and Miner. but also quite a variety of 
other lines of argument are offered--theoretica.l considerations proper, 
as when Shibatani considers the role or surface phonetic constraints 
and Miner the effect or eliminating extr.insic ordering ste.tements; 
cross-linguistic generalizations, a.s when Guile cites a :putative 
condition on syncope and epenthesis; non-standard dialects, used 
by Shibatani; and patterns of acquisition, mentioned by Delack.4 
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Some additional insight into the characteristic approaches of 
generative phonologists can be obtained from restatements~ such as 
the reworking of the Southern Paiute material in Sapir (1946) by 
Harms (1966), Rogers (1967), Chomsky and Halle (1968:345-9), Neaaly 
(1971), Lightner (1972:340-2) a.nd Cairns (forthcoming); the recasting 
of sve.desh and Voegelin (1939) by Mccawley (1969) e.nd Lightner {1910b); 
and the discussion of Robins {primarily 1957) on nasa.lization in 
Sundanese by Langendoen {1968:lOOf.), Howard (ms. 1971), and Anderson 
(1972). 

Also valuable a.re sequences of argument on theoretical points 
illustrated by language-particular .data, for instance on the 
representation of vowel length (Kenstowicz 1970; Pyle 1970; Fidelholtz 
1971), on binary features for vowel heights (Kipa.rsky 1968:sec. 5; 
Wang 1968; Contreras 1969; Harris 1970b; Naro 1971), on the assignment 
of phonological features to vord boundaries (Zwicky 1965; Lass 1971; 
Halle 1971; Lightner 1972:331-5}, and on rule insertion (King ms. 1970; 
Watkins 1910; Dressler 1971), 5 

In the sections of the pa.per that follow, I try to bring o.ut many 
of the methodological principles that figure in these and similar 
works. 

2. Data . 

. The .first principles I me.nt ion are of a rather special sort; 
they declare what are acceptable sources of data. 

(A) The data to be comprehended by a. phonological analysis consists of 
(1) variant shapes of morphemes and 
(2) distributional restrictions on phonological elements. 

This~ the orthodox list, contains the data treated by structuralist 
morphophonemics and phonemics taken together, and no more. However, 
numerous other means have been suggested for the validation of feature 
systems, phonologicnl representations, and phonological processes. 
These are listed in (B) together with a fev vorks in which the~/ are 
cited. 

(B) Additional data can be obtained by considering 
(1) .speech errors ( Fromkin 1971) •  
(2) misperceptions (Bond 1971:ch. 3),  
(3) language replacement ·(Dressler 1912b), 
(4) aphasia (references in Whitaker 1971:208-14), 
(5) borro~ing (Hyman 197Da, b; Ohso 1972}, 
(6} cross-J.inguistic surveys of·inventories (Miller 1972), 
(7) 	 cross-linguistic surveys of processes (Foley ms. 1970; 

Lightner 1970c ; Schourup 1972; Stampe l972b; and man;;' 
articles in Working Papers in Linguistic Universals, 
Stanford University), 

(8) linguistic games (Sherzer 1970),
(9) productivity of processes (Esieh 1970; discussion iil Dingwall 

1971a; Skousen 1972},  
(lO) poetic requirements (Kiparsky 1968b, 1971a),  
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(ll) hhtorfos.l change (Kiparsky 1968a, 1971b; a.ncl the phono-
logioa.J. papers in Stockwel.l and Macaulay 1972) ; · 

(J.2) 	 acquisition (Edwards 1970; many articles in P~E,e;re, apd 
Report Iii on Chill;i. Le.nS£!:Se Develo;eent, Stanford .Univ. ; 
Prach.man 1971 and elsewhere), 

(13) stylistic variation (Zwicky 1972a, b; Dressler ~972a), 
(it.) l)a.tterna of dialect and idiolect variation, and 
(15} statistics o:r variation (both t,:reated in many atudiea by 

Labov and his students and by Bailey, e.g. Laboy 1971 
and Bailey to appear)g

(16) orthogl'&phy (Chomsky and Halle 1968:49; Aronson 1969) ~ 
(lT) articulatory phonetica, and 
{18) acoustic phonetics (eaeh separately or both together cited 

to support feature systems and formulations of processes 
in numerous works), 

(19) patterns of exceptions (Zwicky 1910c), 
(20) informant Judgments on novel f'ol'mB, and 
(21) 	 paycholinguistic investigations of other types (for example 

Rea.d 1971 and Gudschin.sky, Popovich, and Popovich 1970: 
86r.--two relatively unusual examples from a. considerable 
body of" :materia.1, much of it not ex:plicitly genera.tive) , 

{22) distorted speech {Ke.za.zis 1968, 1969), 

Attitudes tow~rds the types of data (B) differ videly~·from those 
who appear to believe tba.t the types of evidence in (B) can never be 
used a.lone to justify an analysis, to those,who hold that the two 
groups a.re of equal value, or even that some types of data in (B) a.re 
weightier than those in (A). Reliance on (A) alone, combined with a 
relatively tabstract' stand on the nature of underlying representations 
and no special ~mphasis on regular or productive variants, or on variants 
a.s opposed to distributional restrictions, characterizes the Sound 
Pattern approach, whereas the phonological theoey of Stampe (1972a) 
insists upon the psychological reality expressed by the considerations 
in (B}. 

For an illustration o:f the differences that can a:rise, consider 
how to analyze a'language that appears to have the rule 

s + r"t v_v 

The most direct approach, and the one most in accord with {A), is to 
say that the rule shifts s tor. A less obvious approach would claim 
that two rules applying in sequence give the effect ors+ r: roughly, 

The phonologist alive to the sorts of' de.ta in (B) would consider, for 
example, the occurrence of rhotacism ~ules across languages. One 
reasona.ble hypothesis (though data. a:re hard to come by) is that if a 
language has intervocalic sand z in underlying representations, and 
shifts s tor in this position, then it shi:rts ~tor in this position 
also. Accordingly, the direct shift of' s tor is not a possible 
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natural rule; the shift must proceed through an intermediate stage, 
even if that stage is not evidenced by synchronic alternations, or 
e1se the shift must be a mbrphologized remnant of aevera.1 distinct 
phonological changes. . 

Beyond {A) and (B)~ other principles assign relative weights 
to different sorts of evidence: First~ the disputed principle 

(c) 	 Data. from {A) has greater value the.n data from (B). 

then 	the widely accepted principles 

(D} 	 A variant has greater ,•alue according as it is 
(1) :more regular, and  
(2} more productive.  

(E) 	 Evidence from variants has greater value than evidence from 
distributional restrictions (cf. Vennemann 1970). 

Finally, the principle of 'independent evidence': 

{F) 	 Insofar as possible, the choice of a particular remote repre-
sentation should be motivated by several independent lines of 
evidence. 

Thus~ Ki:pa.rsky (197lb:585}~ responding to Kis:seberth {1969), a.dll'lits 
that one might have to 1assUllle that who1ly abstract segments are to 
be allowed vhen more than one rule refers to them cr'U.ciallyt~ despite 
the strictures of Kipa.rsky- ·(ms. 1968}. · 

3. Realism and Working Ba.ck. 

I turn nov to methodological prineiples proper, beginning ~ith 
tvo relc.ted injunctions that distinguish generative phonology from 
earlier morphophonemics; these are aspects of PosteJ.'s (1968:ch. 4) 
Naturalness Condition: 

(G) 	 Inso:fa.r as possible, the content of segments in remote repre-
sentations is phonological rather than abstract.  

Thus, morphophonemes are not distinguished by diacritics but by 
appropriate phonetically-based distinctive features, wherever possible, 

(H) 	 Insofar as possible, phonological rules are conditioned phono-
logically rather than arbitrarily.  

That 	ist phonetically-based features are preferred to lexical markings. 
I:iext, · three principles bearing directly on the choice of remote 

representations, beginning with a third aspect of the Natura1ne$S 
Condition: 

(I} 	 Whenever :possible~ a remote representation f'or an occurrence  
of a surface segment is chosen from its set of variants.  
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That is, the analyst normally assumes that the underlying :repre1;1enta.tion 
of a morpheme is one of its 'forms t, 6 

(J) 	 othenrise3 the content of segments in remote representations 
is assembled piece by :piece, using information from variants 
and distributional restrictions { 'homing in 1 , as in Zvicky 
me. 1972). 

Fo:r example, we find the Sound Pattern (19lf,) analysis of [~j:J as· 
underlying 'i defended by a series of steps in which it is argued that 
on the basis of English rules previously motivated, a remote repre-
sentation for C~JJ must be first a tense vowel, which next must be 
nonbe.ck, then also low a.nd round. 

(K) 	 As fru:- as possible, e~ch set of surface variants has a single 
corresponding underlying representation. 

Thus, insofar as possibl~ (excluding, e.g., suppletion}, each morpheme 
has a unique underlying form; the listing o~ nlternants is to be 
mininized. 

Principles (G), (I} and {K), ta.ken together~ require the analyst 
to assume that phonologica.l representation is identical to phonetic 
representation, unless he has evidence to the contrary. Consequently, 
aua.J.ysis proceeds bJ 'working back from the surface'. At each stage 
it i$ argued that some representations are underlain by different 
representations (for which I have been using Postal's felicitous 
term 'remote representationst~ so as to make no claims about when the 
most remote, or underlying, representations are rea.ched). The make-
up of remote representations is guided by tlro further rules of thumb, 

(L) 	 Ceteris paribus, tvo segments that distinguish morphemes are  
underlyingly distinct.  

(M) 	 Ceteris pa.ribus, faro segments that never distinguish morphemes  
are not underlyingly distinct.  

At each stage in the process of working, or arguing, back from 
the surfa.ce, rules are f'ormuJ.ated as notations of the processes 
relating more remote representations to less remote ones. These 
rules and remote representations themselves are subject to various 
conditions that have been proposed in the literature, among them: 

(n) 	 or the available alternatives, choose the remote representation  
with the most complex or least determined context. so as to  
obtain the simplest rules deriving the surface form.  

(o) 	 Choose a representation from which the surface fottns ca.n be  
derived by rules that are natura.l. in the sense that they recur  
in many languages and have a phonetic basis,  

(P) 	 Choose the least marked representation available (Schane 1968b~  
opposed by Ma.lone 1970 Md Venne:mann ms. l97le.).  
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(Q) 	 Choose the representation that results in the longest derivations 
(take a 'free ride'~ in the sense of Zwicky 1970b). 

(B) 	 Choose representations and rules so as to minimize extrinsic 
ordering statements (Anderson 1969; Kisseberth ms. 1972; Norman 
1972). 

(s) 	 Choose underlying systems that are urunarked, in the sense that 
they recur in many languages and are symmetrical {Chomsky and 
Halle 1968:ch. 9). · 

Of these principles, only (N) is regula.rJ.y used without comment. 
Principle (O) is widely applied, but presents difficulties. when the 
most natural analysis (in the sense of this principle) is not the 
simplest one~ or when facts make the most natural a.na.lysis unlikely 
{Davison 1971). The remaining principles are aJ.l controversial, 
Probably, none of them is a good guide to analytic or verificatory 
practice. Certainiy they are contradictory as a set and contradictory 
to other principles,7 so that at the very lea.st diff'erent principles 
must be assigned different ~eights; some must undoubtedly be discarded. 

Further constraints on the.choice of remote representations have 
been advocated by Kiparsky (ms, 1968; 1971b). Expressed in terms of 
methodological principles, Kiparsky's constraint on abstract analyses 
splits into two conditions, the first a special case of (I): 

(T} 	 Other things being equal, an occurrence of a segment not 
involved in alternations should be represented underlyingly in 
its surface form. 

{U) 	 Wherever possible, a.void rules that neutl'alize completely some 
underlying distinction. 

A condition that is similar in spirit to (T), but logically independent 
of it, is one that Mccawley (1961a:79; 1967b:107) observes in the 
descriptions of William Dwight Whitney and Edward Sapir: 

(V) 	 Every .underlying segment should a.lso occur as a. surface segment. 

Generative descriptions do not hold to this principle absolutely, but 
,malysts customarily feel obliged to defend violations of Principle 
(V), 	and{~) as well, 

Even in nnalyses.in which the underlying segments constitute a 
subset of the surface segments, there is considerable room for non-
patent steps. For example, underlying forms can be chosen by a sort 
of 'musical chairs I principle, so .that surface x realizes underlying 
y, surface y realizes underlyin~ z, and surface z realizes underlyine 
x; the result violates Principle (T) and requires special justification. 
The Sound Pattern treatment of English vowels is very close to this 
paradigm. Also, intermediate steps in derivations may introduce 
elements tha.t do not occur on the surface, even when the underlying 
inventor:r is impeccable; these 'false steps 1 (Zwicky 1972c) are 
constraints by a generalization of Principle (V): 
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(W) 	 Every segment in a derivation should occur as a surface segment. 

Again, deviations from Principle (W) are reasonablY, common; they d<>. 
need defense, hovever. , 

Ir principles (T) and (U) are promoted to theoretice..l' principles 
prohibiting special underlying forms for non-alternating forms and 
prohibiting rules of absolute neutralization, then this position in 
combination with a. strong form of principle {I) yields a pa:rticularly 
'realistic' or 1non-a.bstract 1 view of underlying representations, ooe 
not held by anyone, to~ knovledge. This extreme position would be 
opposed to a highly 'formalistic' or 1abstract 1 approach, which would 
seek the simplest lexicon and system of rules consistent with the 
dat~ to be explainedt regardless of other considerations, An extreme 
version of the formalistic position is again one not actually 
advocated by anyone, although as Vennemann (ms. 1971b) points out, 
there is a noticeable tendency in the literature tovards a 1 once a 
systematic phoneme, alva.ys a systelllatic phoneme 1 principle: 

{X) 	 If some occurrences of a segment x are derived from n remote 
representation distinct from x, then all occurrences should 
be derived from remote :representations distinct from it. 

That is, the existence of one or more sources for x allows us to 
eliminate it entirely from the underlying inventory. This :principle 
is applied several times in Sound Pattern, as when the existence of 
a Vowel Shift rule deriving aj from i permits even non-alternating 
occurrences of a.j, as in light, to be so derived. This principle has 
not been defended, except insofar as it promotes simple underlying 
systems, and it contradicts reasonably well-established principles 
like {I), hence it cannot be considered established. 

4. Simpli,city and Sip,nifica.nt Generali ze.tions. 

I provide here no discussion of fon:nal simplicity and the 
evaluation metric, because I believe that theae considerations have 
played virtually no role (beyond that in Principle (N)) in what 
generntive phonologists have done in arriving at and arguing for 
particular analyses. Consequently, although I find Botha1 s recent 
(1971} book on methodology in generative phonology stimulating at 
many points, I have not built on it in this paper, because its 
e.lmost exclusive concern with the evaluation metric removes it from 
the domain of the working phonologist. 

Simplicity in its informal sense is, of course, appealed to 
often in the generative literature, by il:!plicit use of principles like 

(Y) 	 Write as few rules as possible. 

a.nd in the explicit attempts to capture (in Chomsky and Halle's 
phrasing) 'significant linguistic generalizations', an undertaking 
governed by the maxim 

{Z) 	 Whenever possible, apparently disparate facts ~hich belong  
together should be described by identical means.  

http:Sip,nifica.nt
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Here ve ha;ve pa~sed well beyond methodological assumptions peculiar 
to linguistics, into attitudes towards scientific inquiry in general. 
Principle (z), which is appropriately the last ot the set, amol.Ults 
to a:n injunction to search out the hidden unities ot nature. 

· 5. Concluding Remarks, 

Methodologica.J. principles are established by success; they a.re 
valuable insofar as they lea~ us to choose those accounts or 
phonological phenomena ve have independent reason to suppose a.re· 
(rela.tively) correct. As a resu'.l t , if there is a poverty of 
sustaining evidence for us to refer to~ there is a high degree or 
indeterminacy in our deseriptions. · This indeterminacy--the existence 
ot alternative descriptions all of vhich are possible theoretically--
has manifested itself so often that there has been a continuing 
effort to go beyond linguistic facts in the narrowest sense (those 
in (A) above) and to pursue other evidence (the lines of inquiry in 
(B), for instance). Consequently~ the central methodological issues 
depend for their solution upon a decision as to the sorts of data 
germane to phonological analy$is. 

The title of this paper echoes 'The Strategy of Phonemics', a.n 
article of Morris Halle's setting out some of the methodologic&l 
principles of phonemics at a time Yhen he was wrestling with the 
foundations ,of the theory. I have tried to do something similar for 
generative phonology at a time when most of its practicioners8 are 
sceptical of some of the funds.mental tenets of that theory. I close 
with an apposite quotation from Halle•s earlier work (1954:199): 'To 
us the major criterion for the applicability of a certain category 
to linguistic description is whether or not this category yields 
simple statements not only on the particular level for which it we.s 
introduced~ but on all levels 'Which are pertinent to descriptions of 
a language. It must uvays satisfy a multiplicity of' criteria'. 

Footnotes 

*This version of the paper was prepared after the Phonologie-
Tagung and shows my responses to some of the suggestions m~de to me 
at the conference, In particular 9 I have included a fair a.mount of 
bibliography. The references cited are by no means exhaustive, 
however, and exhibit my personal biases. In some cases I cite an 
item to illustrate a point even if I disagree with the approach or 
find the argwnentation faulty; this paper is intended to be primarily 
descriptive rather than prescriptive, 

1. My aim here is similar to that of Trubetzkoy•s rules (1935), 
Elochis postulates {1948)~ and the structura.J.ist manuals of Pike 
{1947) and Nida (1949}. 

2. See the discussion in Zwicky {1911a). A wider discussion  
would include also those substantive and methodological principles  
that a.re embodied in experimental methods and design.  

3, For the purposes of this discussion, the additional 
possibilities sand vowel plus s are excluded (though this exclusion 
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must be defended~ as in Lightner 1970a), as is the possibility that 
different inflectional endings a.re to be analyzed in different 
ways (a solution advocated by Sloat and Hoa.rd 1970). Also I take 
no stand on 'llbich lax vovel ""Ould occur in the suffix; there are 
at least four alternatives--i, e, i~ and a--that are not obviously 
wrong. 

4. Other ca.sus belii include umlaut in German (Zwfoky 1967; 
Ba.ah and King 1970; Vennemann 1968; Wurzel 1970:Teil 2), word stress 
in English (Chomsky and Helle 1968:sch. s 3; Ross ms. 1969; Lee 1969; 
Lemgendoen 1969; Sloat and Hoard 1972)~ sentence stress in English 
(Chomsky and PAlle 1968:see. 2.1; Bresnan 1971; Lakoff 1972; Berman 
and Sz8.lllosi 1972; Bresnan 1972; Bolinger 1972),"Spanish plural 
formation (Foley 1967; Saltarelli 1970; Harris 1970a), metathesis in 
Greenlandic (Pyle 1970; Underhill 1971; Sa.dock 1972), vowel harmony 
in Uez Perce "(Aoki 1966; Chomsky a.nd Halle 1968 :377f.; Jacobsen 
l968; Kipe.rsky ms. 1968; Rigsby and Silverstein 1969; Zwicky 1971b), 
stem vowels in Finnish nouns (Harms 1964:ch, 1; Mccawley 1963; 
Austerlitz 1967; Anttila 1967:569f,), a.nd Grassmnnn's and Bartholomae 1s 
La.vs in Sanskrit (Zwicky 1965:ch, 5; Kiparsky 1965; Anderson 1970; 
Butler ms. 1972). Indeed, it can be fairly said that each langUage 
that has received more than cursory study rrom generative phonologists 
has its ovn puzzle areas--nasalization in French, retroflexion of s 
in Sanskrit, palatalization in Russian, vovel harmony in Turkish, 
the glottal fricntive in Welsh, the coronal consonants in Japanese, 
the vowel shift in English, to add a few examples tp those given 
already. In many cases, generativists 1 interest in these puzzles 
continues earlier structuralist discussion, of course. 

5, A full list of such topics would include at least:. the 
ulpha notation, the predictability of ordering relationships, cyclical 
application of rules, phonological conspiracies and targets, the 
representation of complex segments (e.g. affricates and diphthongs)~ 
strnta of the vocabulary, variable rules, phonemic representation, 
rule repetition, syntactic constraints on phonological rul~s, and 
phonological constraints on syntactic rules. 

6. A strong, or substantive, form of this principle, requiring 
the underlying representation to be one of its forms, is attributed 
by McCa.wley (1967a;80) to William Dwight Whitney. As is well knmm, 
structuralist phonologists expressed doubts about 1fictitious 1 base 
forms; but the need fo.r some cases of such representations is a 
commonpl~ce of generative phonology. 

7. The opposition o:f Sound Pattern naturalness., .expressed by 
(S}, and Postalian naturalness, expressed by earlier principles, is 
remarked upon in Z•n'icky (l97lh) . 

8. See, i'or example, the discussion in Lightner (1971), 
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